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Mass, Energy, Space And Time System Theory—MEST A way to
help our earth DAYONG CAO, Beijing Natural Providence Science & Technology
Development Co., LTD — Things have their physical system of the mass, energy,
space and time of themselves-MEST (for short there in after). It can unite both
the macrophysics and microphysics and can unite both MEST equation of atomic
spectrum and MEST equation of nine planets. The solar system is mass-energy
center, and the space-time wave is around. The black hold is the space-time center,
and the dark matter-energy wave is around. The dark matter-energy wave is from
the black hold like that the light is from sun. (like black hole) The light can give the
planet the repulsion, and can produce negative curvature of the space-time of the
planet; (like sun)The dark matter-energy can give the planet the gravitation, and
can produce positive curvature of the space-time of the planet . The Dark matterenergy will take the asteroid and the comet impacted near our earth. The Dark
matter-energy can produce dark planet. The Oort cloud is a dark planet belt. The
comet is dark planet from the Oort cloud. There are four terrestrial planets which
are mass-energy center like solar system; and there are five Jovian planets which are
gas (space-time) center like black hole system. Because them be influenced by dark
matter-energy. And Jupiter’s orbital velocity be reduced by it too. We can use the
Dark matter-energy to reduce the greenhouse effect, use it to control nuclear fusion
and produce the quantum black hole, and arrest the asteroid and the comet who
impacted near our earth.
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